BCM SCHOOL

[An institution of L. Bahadur Chand Munjal Foundation]

CHANDIGARH ROAD, LUDHIANA
UNDERTAKING FROM PARENTS

I, ________________________________________________________________
Father/Mother of ___________________________________________________
Class/Section _______________ hereby submit that I shall be responsible for my
ward‟s transportation under „Safe Vahan Scheme‟ as directed by High Court
Petition No. 6907/2009. I shall ensure that the Bus/Van engaged for commuting
my ward to school is safe and fulfills the following norms :1. School bus/van painted yellow.
2. “School bus/van” is written on the back and front of the bus/van, if it is a hired bus/van,
“On School Duty” is clearly indicated
3. Bus/van has first aid box and fire extinguisher
4. Windows of the school bus/van are fitted with horizontal grills
5. School Name and School telephone Nos are written on the School Bus/Van.
6. Doors of the school bus/van are fitted with reliable lock
7. Driver and conductor of the school bus/van wear uniform prescribed by the competent
authority along with their name Plates and Licence No.
8. Bus/van is not carrying the children in excess than its registered seating capacity
9. The driver and attendant of the school bus/van donot suffer from any contagious disease
10. Driver/Conductor is not involved in Smoking or drinking of alcohol or chewing tobacco/
pan masala etc.
11. Driver has atleast five years of experience of driving heavy vehicle
12. Driver is not involved in offences like red light jumping, violating of the lane discipline or
allow unauthorized person to drive the school bus is not employed.
13. Medical Checkup of the driver is done
14. The school bus/van has an attendant on board
15. The driver has not been charged for a serious offence
OWN TRANSPORT – Yes/No
My Ward is coming to school by his/her own vehicle. He/she is carrying all relevant
documents as per “Motor Vehicle Act”. I am solely responsible for his/her safety
and security as per school transportation norms
“Follow

the above norms and Save the Future”
ALERT TODAY
ALIVE TOMMMOROW

